
Treasure Hunt Books Available In November 2021 
*Please whatsapp orders to Joanne 0810433507 by Sunday 28 November 

*Payment needs to Made by 29th (which will be your total +R60 for PAXi 

or R125 for courier).  

*I will send you an invoice on the 29th and please send POP so we can 

process it all by 30th - so that your books can arrive by 17 Dec 

*The first books are in a table with links etc but I ran out of time so 

the rest are just listed below, 

 
Sofia the First Little 
Golden Book Favorites 
(3 Books in 1) 
HARDCOVER 
ISBN: 9780736434065 
R95 
R154 
https://www.amazon.com/SOFIA
-FIRST-LGB-Andrea-Posner-
Sanchez/dp/0736434062 
(reviews) 

 
Little Golden Book 
Freewheelin' Favorites 
(3 Books in 1) 
Hardcover 
• I'M A TRUCK 
• THE HAPPY MAN AND 

HIS DUMP TRUCK 
• I'M A MONSTER TRUCK 
ISBN: 9780375865497 
R95       R154 

 

 
Jake and the Never 
Land Pirates Little 
Golden Book Favorites 

HardCover 
 
ISBN: 9780736434041 
R95 
R154 

 
5 Classic Golden Book 
Tales (Step into Reading, 
Step 1) 
Paperback 
ISBN:9780525645160 

R100 R185 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=5fVAXmhXyj8 (page 
through) 

 
Amazing Grace 
HARDCOVER 
ISBN: 9780803710405 
R120 
R295 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=LmIfdJRsSGQ (reading 
of the book) 

 
 
A Year with Marmalade 
HARDCOVER 
R95 
R351 
https://www.amazon.com/Ye
ar-Marmalade-Alison-
Reynolds/dp/1442481056 
(review) 
See more info below 

 
I Love Books 
Spiral bound 
ISBN: 9781783938353 
R80 
https://www.ebay.com/itm/2
84335992565  
(see notes below) 

 
The Art Creativity Book 
Spiral Bound 
ISBN: 9781438001265 
R95 
https://www.amazon.com/Art
-Creativity-Book-Cut-Outs-
Stickers/dp/1438001266 (see 
notes below) 

 
Magnificent book of Animals 
Hardcover 
R195  R365 
https://www.amazon.com/Magni
ficent-Book-Animals-Tom-
Jackson/dp/1626867429 
(review) 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=-BxoFcxyolU – this flip 
through is of the REPTILE book 
not the ANIMAL one but gives 
you an idea of the3 book. 

https://www.amazon.com/SOFIA-FIRST-LGB-Andrea-Posner-Sanchez/dp/0736434062
https://www.amazon.com/SOFIA-FIRST-LGB-Andrea-Posner-Sanchez/dp/0736434062
https://www.amazon.com/SOFIA-FIRST-LGB-Andrea-Posner-Sanchez/dp/0736434062
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fVAXmhXyj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fVAXmhXyj8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmIfdJRsSGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmIfdJRsSGQ
https://www.amazon.com/Year-Marmalade-Alison-Reynolds/dp/1442481056
https://www.amazon.com/Year-Marmalade-Alison-Reynolds/dp/1442481056
https://www.amazon.com/Year-Marmalade-Alison-Reynolds/dp/1442481056
https://www.ebay.com/itm/284335992565
https://www.ebay.com/itm/284335992565
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Creativity-Book-Cut-Outs-Stickers/dp/1438001266
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Creativity-Book-Cut-Outs-Stickers/dp/1438001266
https://www.amazon.com/Art-Creativity-Book-Cut-Outs-Stickers/dp/1438001266
https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Animals-Tom-Jackson/dp/1626867429
https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Animals-Tom-Jackson/dp/1626867429
https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Animals-Tom-Jackson/dp/1626867429
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BxoFcxyolU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BxoFcxyolU


 

 
 
The Magnificent book of 
ocean creatures 
HARDCOVER 
R195 
R365 
https://www.amazon.com/Ma
gnificent-Book-Ocean-
Creatures/dp/1626867445 
(review)  
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=1sJn4a9NdWg video 

 
Lovely Beasts - The 

Surprising Truth 

ISBN: 9780062741615 
HARDCOVER 
 
R135 
R283 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=bD2x3Odbcz8 (read 
through) 

 

 

 
Our Solar System – for 
toddlers  
Lift the flap book 
ISBN: 9781454914181 
R70 
 

 
Here We Are: Notes for 
Living on Planet Earth  
Hardcover 
ISBN: 9780399167898 
R135 
R208 
https://www.amazon.com/He
re-We-Are-Living-
Planet/dp/0399167897 
(reviews) 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=uVrM8ZA6tag )read 
through) 

 

 
For you are a Kenyan child 
Hardcover 

ISBN: 9780689861949 
R125 
 
 

 

A T-Wit for a T-Woo 

ISBN: 9781408346501 
 
R79 
R135 
 

 
Bumpus Jumpus 
Dinosaurumpus! 

ISBN: 9781408350348 
R79 
R110 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=LQyYWCNnp5g (read 
aloud) 

 

 
A Home Full of 
Friends 
Book by Peter Bently 

 
ISBN: 9781444920567 
R79 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=8qKLaN5CoZ4 (read 
aloud) 
 

 
Along Way from Home 
ISBN: 9781848694835 
R79 
R95 

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=7iF68VLTWnI 
(read Aloud) 

  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Ocean-Creatures/dp/1626867445
https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Ocean-Creatures/dp/1626867445
https://www.amazon.com/Magnificent-Book-Ocean-Creatures/dp/1626867445
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJn4a9NdWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJn4a9NdWg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD2x3Odbcz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD2x3Odbcz8
https://www.amazon.com/Here-We-Are-Living-Planet/dp/0399167897
https://www.amazon.com/Here-We-Are-Living-Planet/dp/0399167897
https://www.amazon.com/Here-We-Are-Living-Planet/dp/0399167897
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVrM8ZA6tag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVrM8ZA6tag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQyYWCNnp5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQyYWCNnp5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qKLaN5CoZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8qKLaN5CoZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iF68VLTWnI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iF68VLTWnI


 
 
ABC Animal Rhymes for You 
and Me (An alphabet poetry 
book) 
ISBN: 9781408361719 
R79 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=JJPT0nQI_7s (read 
Aloud) 
 

 
Anna Hibiscus' Song 
 
ISBN: 9781406395167 
 
R85 
R147 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=hDUD_IQQdQ0 (read 
aloud) 

 
Bringing the Rain to 
Kapiti Plain 

R85 
R175 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=AtGOY7mFt5Y (read 
aloud) 
 

 
A Song for Snow (Hoot 
& Peep) 

ISBN: 9781101994511 
R120 
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=bawOjCT2KZA (read 
aloud) 
 

 
All at Sea: There's a New Baby 
in the Family 
ISBN: 9781406323252 
R79 
 

 
Water hole  
ISBN: 9780142401972 
R90 
R185 
Every family has to have this 
book!!!!!! 

 
 

 

 
Girls who code 
ISBN: 9780425287538 
R80 
 

 
Kids get coding – learn 
to program 
ISBN: 9780750297493 
R80 
R167 
 

 
Kids Get Coding: Our 
Digital World 

 
ISBN: 9780750297509 
R80 
R167 
 

 

I Love Books 
The perfect book for people who love reading! 
This innovative book divides into two: on one side are 30 bookmarks, perfect for kids 
who like to make notes as they read. 
On the other side is a keepsake journal where kids can write whatever they like about 
what they’re reading! 
The bookmarks are pre-cut, making them easy to remove. The check-off boxes make 
rating fun! 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJPT0nQI_7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JJPT0nQI_7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDUD_IQQdQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDUD_IQQdQ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtGOY7mFt5Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtGOY7mFt5Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bawOjCT2KZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bawOjCT2KZA


The Art Creativity Book 
The Art Creativity Book, filled with fun things for boys and girls to do. 
All titles in the series feature-- Games, puzzles, stencils, sticker sheets, and an 
illustrated gate fold page for sticker decorating.Special pull-out art paper and art 
projects to complete for colouring. Fun-to-answer quizzes Illustrations on virtually every 
page include 40 in colour. 
When kids open The Art Creativity Book they're inspired to make a colourful collage 
with art paper, find the difference between an art masterpiece and a forgery, learn to 
draw a human face, change the expression on Mona Lisa's face, colour Van Gogh's 
Sunflowers, and more. 
 

A Year With Marmalade 
Ella and Maddy are best friends. But one day Maddy says she is moving away, and she asks 
Ella to look after her cat, Marmalade. 
Both Ella and Marmalade cry and cry when Maddy leaves. Ella tries to do fun things—like 
pick apples, stomp through puddles, and ice skate on the pond—but somehow nothing is 
fun without her friend Maddy. 
Then one morning Ella finds Marmalade curled up by her feet, and as they spend more and 
more time together, a unique friendship begins to grow. 
A Year with Marmalade is a charming book about losing friends and making new ones. Set 
against a beautiful backdrop of the turning seasons, this story of transition reminds us that 
change, while constant, is not always a bad thing. 
 

 

 
Mrs. Frisby and 
the Rats of NIMH 
R95  
R166 
Type: Paperback 
ISBN: 9780689710681 
 

 
Charlotte's Web 
60th Anniversary 
Edition 
R120 
R135 
Type: Hardcover 
ISBN: 9780061124952 

 
An Eagle in the 
Snow  Michael 
Morpurgo 
R95 
R130 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9781250105141  

 
Michael Morpurgo 
Stories of War - 3 
Books in 1 
R150 
R220 
*War Horse 
*Friend or Foe 
*Waiting for Anya 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9781405266017 

 
Running Wild 
Paperback 
R95 
R140 

ISBN: 9780007267026 

 
Shadow Michael 
Morpurgo 
R95 
R140 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9780007339617 

 
A Grain of Rice 
R120 
R289 
Hardcover 
ISBN: 9781524765521 

 
An Elephant in the 
garden 
R95 
R136 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9780007339587 



 
 

The Roll of Thunder 
R150 
R385 
ISBN: 9781101993880 
Set in Mississippi at the 
height of the 
Depression, this is the 
story of one family's 
struggle to maintain 
their integrity, pride, 
and independence in 
the face of racism and 
social injustice. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Little Madfred 
R95 
R160 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9780007491636 

 
Captain  
 
(see info below) 
Hardcover 
R120 
ISBN: 9781250061379 
 

 
The Red Pencil 
(For older children or 
Adult supervision) 
The powerful story of 
one girl's triumphant 
journey, inspired by 
true tales of life in 
Sudan. 
R95 
R185 
Paperback 
ISBN: 9780316247825 
 

 

 
Dick King smith 
*Sheep Pig R75 
*The Hedgehog R75 
*The fox busters R75 
R130 each 
 

 
Butterfly Lion 
ISBN: 9780006751038 
Paperback 
R85 
R100 

 
Irene’s children (see info 
below) 
ISBN: 9781481449922 
R120 
R175 

 
Adolphus Tips 

ISBN: 9780007182466 
R95 
R132 

 

Born to Run 
 ISBN: 9780007230594 
R95 
R139 

 
Stars beneath our Feet 
ISBN: 9781524701246 

 
R135 
R155 

 

  

 

 



 

 
Life Size Bugs 
HARDCOVER 
ISBN: 9781912537747 
R150 
R278 
 

 
Kids Who Are Changing 
the World (Ready-To-
Read Level 3) 
Paperback 
R65 
See sample pages below 
 

 

 
The Fantastic Body: 
What Makes You Tick & 
How You Get Sick 
HARDCOVER 

ISBN: 9781623368890 
R196 
R385 
https://www.amazon.com/

Fantastic-Body-What-

Makes-

Tick/dp/1623368898 (see 

reviews have illustrations) 

 

 
Amelia Bedelia (I can read 
Level 1 ) 
*Tries her luck 
*Makes a friend 
*Hits the trail 
*By the yard 
*Sleep over 
*Chalks one up 
R65 each 
R97 each 
 
 

 
Goodnight Mr Tom 
R95 
R152 

 
Piecing me together  

ISBN: 9781681191058 
R120 
R175 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Pie
cing-Me-Together-
Ren%C3%A9e-
Watson/dp/1681191059 (read 
reviews here) 
teen level book 

 
DK – science year by year 
Hardcover 
ISBN9781465457585 

R195 
R300 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lwuCChqoTnQ 
(flip through) 

  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Fantastic-Body-What-Makes-Tick/dp/1623368898
https://www.amazon.com/Fantastic-Body-What-Makes-Tick/dp/1623368898
https://www.amazon.com/Fantastic-Body-What-Makes-Tick/dp/1623368898
https://www.amazon.com/Fantastic-Body-What-Makes-Tick/dp/1623368898
https://www.amazon.com/Piecing-Me-Together-Ren%C3%A9e-Watson/dp/1681191059
https://www.amazon.com/Piecing-Me-Together-Ren%C3%A9e-Watson/dp/1681191059
https://www.amazon.com/Piecing-Me-Together-Ren%C3%A9e-Watson/dp/1681191059
https://www.amazon.com/Piecing-Me-Together-Ren%C3%A9e-Watson/dp/1681191059
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwuCChqoTnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwuCChqoTnQ


Kids Who Are Changing the World (Ready-To-Read Level 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Captain 
It's 1915 and British troops are about to sail to Gallipoli. 
Billy is the youngest soldier in his platoon and is teased for not being old enough to drink or shave. The 

truth is, at fifteen he's not old enough to be a soldier, either, and he's terrified of the war he's about to 

fight. 

Then he meets Captain, a refugee boy, and his donkey, Hey-ho. Together they teach Billy what it means 
to be brave, loyal, and fearless, and above all what it means to be a friend. Sam Angus pulls at 

heartstrings in this stirring wartime friendship story. 
Irene’s Children: 

From New York Times bestselling author Tilar Mazzeo comes the extraordinary and long 

forgotten story of Irena Sendler—the “female Oskar Schindler”—who took staggering risks to 

save 2,500 children from death and deportation in Nazi-occupied Poland during World War 

II—now adapted for a younger audience. 

Irena Sendler was a young Polish woman living in Warsaw during World War II with an incredible 

story of survival and selflessness. And she’s been long forgotten by history. 

Until now. 

This young readers edition of Irena’s Children tells Irena’s unbelievable story set during one of the 

worst times in modern history. With guts of steel and unfaltering bravery, Irena smuggled thousands 

of children out of the walled Jewish ghetto in toolboxes and coffins, snuck them under overcoats at 

checkpoints, and slipped them through the dank sewers and into secret passages that led to 

abandoned buildings, where she convinced her friends and underground resistance network to hide 

them. 

In this heroic tale of survival and resilience in the face of impossible odds, Tilar Mazzeo and adapter 

Mary Cronk Farrell share the true story of this bold and brave woman, overlooked by history, who 

risked her life to save innocent children from the horrors of the Holocaust 

 

 



The Red Pencil 
The powerful story of one girl's triumphant journey, inspired by true tales of life in 
Sudan. 
"Amira, look at me," Muma insists. 
She collects both my hands in hers. 
"The Janjaweed attack without warning. 
If ever they come-- run." 
Finally, Amira is twelve. Old enough to wear a toob, old enough for new responsibilities. 
And maybe old enough to go to school in Nyala-- Amira's one true dream. 
But life in her peaceful Sudanese village is shattered when the Janjaweed arrive. The 
terrifying attackers ravage the town and unleash unspeakable horrors. 
After she loses nearly everything, Amira needs to dig deep within herself to find the 

strength to make the long journey-- on foot-- to safety at a refugee camp. 

Her days are tough at the camp, until the gift of a simple red pencil opens her mind-- and all 
kinds of possibilities. 

An inspiring tale of one girl's triumph against all odds. 

 

Stars beneath our Feet 
A boy tries to steer a safe path through the projects in Harlem in the wake of his 
brother’s death in this outstanding novel that celebrates community and creativity. 
 
It’s Christmas Eve in Harlem, but twelve-year-old Lolly Rachpaul and his mom aren’t 
celebrating. They’re still reeling from his older brother’s death in a gang-related shooting 
just a few months earlier. 
Then Lolly’s mother’s girlfriend brings him a gift that will change everything: two 
enormous bags filled with Lego's. Lolly’s always loved Lego's, and he prides himself on 
following the kit instructions exactly. Now, faced with a pile of building blocks and no 
instructions, Lolly must find his own way forward. 
 
His path isn’t clear—and the pressure to join a “crew,” as his brother did, is always there. 
When Lolly and his friend are beaten up and robbed, joining a crew almost seems like the 
safe choice. But building a fantastical Lego city at the community centre provides Lolly 
with an escape—and an unexpected bridge back to the world. 
 
David Barclay Moore paints a powerful portrait of a boy teetering on the edge—of 
adolescence, of grief, of violence—and shows how Lolly’s inventive spirit helps him 
build a life with firm foundations and open doors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



R60 books 

 

 

 

 

Book review on the national geographic reader series 

https://kanikag.com/book-reviews-kids-national-geographic-readers.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://kanikag.com/book-reviews-kids-national-geographic-readers.html
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R125 books 
All hard cover book 

 

 



 

 

 

R125 books 
All hard cover book 

 



 

 

 

R125 books 
All hard cover book 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


